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Power-sets are defined for any concrete category (over Set) with finite concrete products, and 
their structure described for monotopological categories. These sets are used to define the notions 
of splitting object and of conjoining object. Characterizations of the existence of these objects in 
monotopological categories are given. It is proved that no proper monotopological category can 
be concretely Cartesian closed. Most well-known monotopological categories with splitting objects 
are topological or are c-categories, but it is shown that there are many proper monotopological 
categories which are not c-categories, and yet have splitting objects, and may even be Cartesian 
closed. One of the characterizations of the existence of splitting objects is used to prove that a 
monotopological category with splitting objects is Cartesian closed itf the largest initial completion 
in which it is epireflective is Cartesian closed iff its MacNeille completion is Cartesian closed. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 18D15; secondary 18815 
G. Preliminaries 
For general background consult [9], and for background pertaining to monotopo- 
logical categories and Cartesian closedness see [12, 151. All categories considered 
are concrete categories over Set, i.e. categories Sp whose objects are structured sets, 
and whose morphisms are structure-compatible maps, with the usual composition 
of maps as composition. The corresponding forgetful functor will be denoted by 
1 1. No notational distinction is made between a morphism and its underlying map. 
Subcategories are assumed to be full and isomorphism-closed. v (with a self- 
explanatory subscript) will always denote projection from a product into the 
appropriate factor. A structured source is a source (J; : X + Xi), with X a set, each 
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Xi E Ob ~4, and each f; :X + lXil a map. There also exists the obvious notion of a 
structured map. 
A category d is called monotopological if it satisfies: 
(Ml) All point-separating structured sources (J; : X + Xi), have unique initial 
lifts, i.e. there exists a unique &-structure on X-denote this object by 
z-such that (J; : 2 + Xi), is initial. 
(M2) For each set X, the class of all A-structures on X is a set, and there is only 
one structure on 0, viz. the discrete structure. 
(“Monotopological category” is essentially the notion of “initially structured 
category” [12] and of “(epi, mono-source)-topological functor” [7]. Also see [17].) 
If (Ml) is replaced by: 
(Tl) Arbitrary structured sources have unique initial lifts; 
then a topological category is obtained. Monotopological categories which are not 
topological are called proper monotopological categories. Note that the monotopo- 
logical categories & dealt with here need not be c-categories i.e. not all constant 
maps need be &-morphisms, or, equivalently, & need not satisfy the axiom 
(M3) There is precisely one d-structure on each singleton 
If B is a set and (Y is an d-structure on B, then the corresponding d-object is 
denoted by B”. The discrete d-structure on any set is always denoted by 8. 
0.1. Examples. Monotopological categories which are not c-categories. 
(i) Each monotopological category & can be fully embedded in at least two 
different ways into a monotopological category (proper iff & is) such that the 
supercategory has more structures on each singleton than ~4 has. 
(a) Embedding of d into d. Objects of S? are all pairs (X, Y), where X E Ob & 
and Y is a set with Y c /Xl. Morphisms f: (X, Y)+ (X’, Y’) are A-morphisms 
f: X + X’such thatf-‘( Y’) E Y. The forgetful functor is described by ((X, Y)] = IX]. 
d is monotopological, where, given a point-separating structured source Y= 
(JI :X + (Xi, Y,)),, the object making Y initial is (2, Y), where X makes (J : X + 
X,), initial in ti and Y = lJ,S,r’( Y). ti can be viewed as being fully embedded 
in d by identifying each X E Ob ~4 with (X, IX]). Given any singleton object {x}O 
in &, there are two corresponding singleton objects in 2, viz. (Ix}“, {x}) and ({x}“, 0). 
(b) Embedding of & into 2. Objects of 2 are all pairs (X, Y), where X is a 
set and YE Ob ~4 is such that I Y] s X. Morphisms f: (X, Y) --f (X’, Y’) are maps 
f:X+X’ with f(lYl)clY’I such that the restriction off to I Y]-denote this by 
f r-is an d-morphism Y+ Y’. The forgetful functor is given by 1(X, Y)] =X. 
b is monotopological, where, given a point-separating structured source Y= 
(J; : X + (X,, k;)),, the G-object making Y initial is (X, Y), where I Y] = n, f ;‘(I xl) 
and Ymakes (J;r:]Y]+ Y,), initial in ~4. & can be viewed as a full subcategory of 
2 by identifying each X E Ob ~2 with (IX], X). G’ iven any singleton {x}, there are 
at least two corresponding singleton objects in 2, viz. ({x}, {x}“) and ({x}, 0’). 
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(ii) Rel, the category of all binary relations and the isotone maps between them 
is topological. The full subcategory ARel whose objects are all the antisymmetric 
relations is a proper monotopological category. In both cases there are precisely 
two structures on each singleton {x}, viz. {(x, x)} and 0. 
(iii) Certain categories of fuzzy topological spaces also provide examples of 
monotopological categories which are not c-categories. Some definitions are required 
to make later remarks comprehensible. Given a set X, a fuzzy set in X is a map 
u : X + 9, where 9 denotes the closed unit interval (see [19]). If {ui ( i E J} is a 
collection of fuzzy sets in X, then their join can be defined by 
( > 
v Ui (x)=sup{u,(x)IiEJ}, VXEX, 
.I 
and their meet by 
( > 
$ U, (x)=inf{u,(x)IiEJ}, VxEX, 
If f: X + Y is a map, and w is a fuzzy set in Y, then f-‘(w) is defined to be the 
fuzzy set w of in X. 
Now, given a set X, a fuzzy topology on X, as defined by Chang [5], is a collection 
T of fuzzy sets in X which (a) is closed under finite meets and arbitrary joins, and 
(b) contains co and c,. (If Z and W are sets and y E W, then c? : Z 3 W denotes the 
constant map with value y.) We call (X, T) a fuzzy topological space (fts). If (b) is 
replaced by the condition that r contains c, for each r E 9, then one obtains the 
definition of a fts due to Lowen [lo]. If (X, r) and (Y. a) are fts’s (in either sense) 
and f: X + Y is a map, then f is called fuzzy continuous provided 
WEU =3 f_‘(W)ET. 
Let SF, (resp. @?() denote the category of fts’s in the sense of Chang (resp. 
Lowen) and fuzzy continuous maps. These are both topological categories, the initial 
structures being formed as in ordinary topology [ 111. To obtain proper monotopo- 
logical categories from these, a separation axiom can be imposed, e.g. the (Y- 
Hausdorff axiom due to Rodabaugh [14], where, given 0~ a < 1, a fts (X, T) is said 
to satisfy the a-HausdorfS axiom provided whenever x and y are distinct elements 
of X, there exist u, w E T with u(x) > cr, w(y) > (Y and u A w = cO. This axiom gives 
rise to the corresponding categories ~~-92’~ and CY-%%/. While Fy( and cu-%%~ are 
c-categories, the categories ST< and ~-.%e, are not, because there are infinitely 
many structures on each singleton in both cases. 
1. Structure of the power-set 
First some notation. If X, Y and Z are sets and h : X x Z + Y is a map, then h” 
denotes the map Z -+ horn&X, Y) given by h*(z)(x) = h(x, z), Vz E Z, Vx E X. The 
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same notation will be used even when the codomain of h* is restricted. If k : 2 + 
horn&X, Y) is a map, then k: X x Z+ Y is the map defined by &(x, z) = k(z)(x), 
Vx E X, Vz E 2. The same notation is used even when the codomain of k is restricted. 
(If 2 = 0 or X = 0, then h* and k^ have the obvious meanings.) 
1.1. Definition. Let & be a category with finite concrete products (i.e. if X, YE Ob d 
then IX x Y( = 1x1 x ( Yl.) G iven X, YE Ob &, define the power-set of X and Y by 
[X, Y]& = {f: IX/+ ) Y] E MorSet ) 32 E Ob 4 z E IZ] and 
h : X x Z+ YE Mor A? such that h*(z) =f}. 
The subscript on [X, Y],d will often be omitted. (Note that [X, Y]& has not been 
defined as an object of &.) The name “power-set” could, of course, be confusing. 
However, it gains sense in Section 2 as the underlying set of a “power-object”. 
1.2. Proposition (cf. 6.4( 1) of [S]). Let ~4 be monotopological. For all X, YE Ob d 
and (0) some chosen singleton, 
(i) [X, Y] = {f: (XI + 1 Y] E MorSetJfo rx : X x {O}’ + YE Mor d}; 
(ii) [X, Y] = {f: (XI + I Y] E MorSetl3h: X x {O}‘-+ YE Mor ti such 
h*(O) =f}. 
that 
Proof. (i) Let f~ [X, Y]. Then there exist Z E Ob SQ, z E IZI and h: X x Z+ YE 
Mor d such that f= h*(z). Let k:(O)’ +{z}” be the obvious morphism, and let 
j : {z}” + Z be inclusion. Then 
On the other hand, if a map f: /XI+ I YI is such that fo rrx E Mor &, then 
(fO Q)*(o) =J: 
(ii) Let ~E[X, Y]. Then fo 7rx E Mor Sp and (fo ~~)*(0) =f: The reverse 
inclusion is clear. 0 
1.3. Proposition (cf. 6.4(2) of [S]). Let ti be monotopological. For all X, YE Ob & 
it holds that hom,,(X, Y) u {c,, ]y E 1 YI} G [X, Y] G hom,,,(]XJ, 1 Yl). 
Proof. The second inclusion is clear. For the first, if f~ horn&(X, Y), then 
f~?r~:Xx{O}~+ Y~Mord, sof~[X, Y]. 
Let y E 1 Y( and consider the morphism rTTy : X x Y + Y. We have that cy = &(v) E 
[X, Yl. 0 
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If [X, Y] = horn&(X, Y), then [X, Y] is called canonical; if [X, Y] = 
homs,,(lXI, ] Yl), then it is called concrete; otherwise [X, Y] is called properly 
subconcrete. (In general, [X, Y] is called subconcrete.) 
1.4. Proposition. Let J& be monotopological, and let X E Ob d. Equivalent are: 
(i) c,: X + (0)’ E Mor &. (Now, and later on, if X = (a’, take cO to be the empty 
map.) 
(ii) All constant maps with domain X are d-morphisms. 
(iii) [X, Y] is canonicalfor each YE Ob &. 
(iv) X X (0)’ SX. 
(v) l-mm&X, X x (0)‘) Z 0. 
Proof. (i)a(ii) Obvious. 
(ii) =S (iii) Let YE Ob ti and choose h E [X, Y]. Then there existsf: X x (0)’ + YE 
Mord so thatf*(O)=h. But h=fo(l,,c,)EMor&. 
(1) 
(iii)+(i) In particular, [X, {O}‘] = horn&(X, (0)‘). But, by Proposition 1.3, we 
have co E [X, {O}‘]. 
(i)+(iv) Diagram (1) refers. rx o(lx, co) = lx shows that rx is a retraction. But 
rrx is also a monomorphism and therefore an isomorphism. 
(iv)*(v) Clear. 
(v)+(i) Let h:X+Xx{O}SEMor&. Then co=roOhEMor&. 0 
1.5. Proposition (cf. 6.4(4) of [8]). Let & be monotopological, and suppose X E Ob ~2. 
Equivalent are: 
(i) [X, Y] is concrete for each YE Ob &. 
(ii) X x {0}” is discrete. 
1.6. Examples. (i) If & is monotopological, then ti is a c-category iff all its 
power-sets are canonical. (See 6.4(3) of [8].) 
(ii) In Rel, ARel and 2 (for each monotopological category a) all the power-sets 
are concrete. 
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(iii) Given a monotopological category &, there may exist power-sets in 2 which 
are properly subconcrete. In more detail, by using Proposition 2.7(ii) it can easily 
be shown that for (X, Y), (X’, Y’) E Ob 2, the power-set [(X, Y), (X’, Y’)],a is (a) 
canonical iff [X, X’], is canonical and Y = 1x1 or Y’= 0; (b) concrete iff [X, Xl],, 
is concrete. 
(iv) 9yC and CY-~%?~ (for each 0~ a < 1) contain some properly subconcrete 
power-sets. For example, consider the object (X, r), where X = {x, v} and r = 
{c,, cr, cp, q, q’}; where /3 is fixed and (Y <p < 1; q is given by q(x) = p, q(y) = 0; 
and q’ is given by q’(x) = 0, q’(y) = p. This object belongs to 9yC and LY-%%~, and 
Propositions 1.4(i) and lS(ii) fail for both categories. 
2. Existence of splitting and conjoining objects 
2.1. Definitions. Let & be a category with finite concrete products. Let X, YE Ob ti 
and suppose A[X, Y] E Ob J?Z has underlying set [X, Y]. 
(i) If ev: X x A[X, Y] + YE Mor s4, where ev is defined by ev(x, f) =S(x), Vx E 
1x1, vfc[X, Yl, then A[X Yl is called a conjoining object for X and Y. 
Equivalently, A[X, Y] is a conjoining object for X and Y if 
k:Z+A[X, Y]EMor&ak:XxZ+ YEMor&, 
(ii) Ifh:XxZ+ YEMor&3h*:Z+=A[X, Y]EMor&thenA[X, Yliscalled 
a splitting object for X and Y. 
(iii) If A[X, Y] is both splitting and conjoining then it is called a power-object 
for X and Y. 
(iv) If a splitting (conjoining, power-)object exists for each pair X, YE Ob s4, 
then ti is said to have splitting (conjoining, power-)objects. 
If ti has power-objects, then & is, of course (subconcretely) Cartesian closed. 
According to the types of power-objects involved we have the terms canonically 
Cartesian closed and concretely Cartesian closed. (Sometimes the &-structure on 
[X, Y] will be called splitting or conjoining, where appropriate.) (In [ 151 (in a more 
restricted setting), conjoining = admissible and splitting = proper. Also see [ 161.) 
2.2. Proposition (cf. p. 412 of [18] and 2.7 of [15]). Let ti be monotopological and 
assume there exists a splitting object for X, YE Ob d. Then there exists a smallest 
splitting object for X and Y. (If Z, WE Ob ti and ]ZI = 1 WI, then we write Z s W 
provided 1: Z -+ WE Mor &. Given Z E Ob SQ, G is a partial order on the set of those 
WE Ob & with I WI = ]ZI. See [15].) 
Proof. If {Ai[X, Y]},,t denotes the set of splitting objects for X and Y, the required 
splitting object is found by giving [X, Y] the unique d-structure which is initial 
with respect to (l:[X, Y]+A,[X, Y]),. 0 
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The smallest splitting object for X and Y, when it exists, will be denoted by 
n,[X, Y], often without the subscript. 
Part of the motivation for considering monotopological categories with splitting 
objects is that the well-known Characterization Theorem for Cartesian Closedness 
(see p. 7 of [6], 2.1 of [12] and 3.1 of [15]) can be proved, here stated as a 
characterization of exponential objects. 
2.3. Theorem. Let & be monotopological with splitting objects. For each X E Ob & the 
.following are equivalent: 
(i) X x- has a right adjoint. 
(ii) X x - preserves colimits. 
(iii) X x - preserves coproducts and quotients. 
(iv) X x - preserves final epi-sinks. 
(v) For each YE Ob & there is a (unique) splitting-conjoining &-structure on 
[X, Yl. 
(vi) For every YE Ob .& 0[X, Y] is conjoining. 
(vii) Xx- has a right adjoint, and (evy:XxOIX, Y]+ Y)Ytob,d is the co-unit 
of the adjunction. 
(viii) 0[X, -1 is right adjoint to X x -. 
Proof. Use Proposition 2.2 to adapt 2.6, 2.9 and 2.13 of [15] to the case of a 
monotopological category with splitting objects, and then mimic the proof of 3.1 
in [15]. 0 
This theorem shows that if a monotopological category with splitting objects is 
Cartesian closed, then its power-objects are indeed as described in Definitions 1.1 
and 2.1. 
2.4. Definition. A category ~2 with finite concrete products has property PS iff given 
X, YE Ob &, the structured source Y = (hi : [X, Y] + Y,), of all maps h, satisfying 
h:XxZ+ YEMors&‘+hhiO h*EMor& 
is point-separating. 
2.5. Proposition. Let d be monotopological. Then 4 has splitting objects iff J& has 
property PS. 
Proof. Let 9 be as in Definition 2.4. 
(+=I) A splitting object for X and Y is obtained by giving [X, Y] the unique 
&-structure which is initial with respect to 9. 
(3) 1: [X, Y] + O[X, Y] E 9, so Y is point-separating. 0 
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2.6. Examples. As further motivation for considering monotopological categories 
with splitting objects, the following examples are presented. 
(i) All topological categories ti have splitting objects. To find a splitting object 
for X, YE Ob SQ, furnish [X, Y] with the indiscrete structure. 
(ii) All monotopological c-categories have splitting objects. The source 
(ev, : [X, Yl+ Y),,Ix~ (where ev, is given by ev,(f) =f(x), VIE [X, Y]) is point- 
separating and belongs to Y as defined in Definition 2.4. (See p. 412 of [18] and 
2.7 of [15].) 
The third class of examples takes the form of a 
2.7. Proposition. Let & be monotopological. 
(i) Let (X, Y), (X’, Y’) E Ob d. 77ten 
(X, Y) x (X’, Y’) = (X xX’, A), 
where A = ( Y x IX’]) u (IX] x Y’). In particular, if2 E Ob J then (Z, ]Zl) x 
(X, Y) = (Z x X, PI x IXI). 
(ii) Let (X, Y), (X’, Y’) E Ob 2. Then 
[(X, Y), (X’, WI.2 = LX, X’l., . 
(iii) ti has splitting objects iff d has splitting objects. 
(iv) zI has conjoining objects zxd has conjoining objects. 
(v) Suppose (J; : (Xi, Yi) + (X, Y)), is a sink in 3. 7hen (J; : Xi + X), is an epi-sink 
in & if (J; : (Xi, Yi) + (X, Y)), is an epi-sink in d 
(vi) Suppose (J; : Xi + X), is a$nal sink in &. For each i E Z choose Yi E [Xi], and 
let Y = {x E 1x1 If,:‘(x) G Y, Vi E I}. 7hen (fi:: (Xi, Y) + (X, Y)), is a JinaZ 
sink in 2. On the other hand, if (J; : (Xi, Yi) + (X, Y)), is a Jinal sink in 2, 
then (f; : Xi + X), is a final sink in &. 
(vii) Suppose & also has splitting objects. Then & is Cartesian closed $2 is Cartesian 
closed. 
Proof. (i) Use the description of initial structures in d 
(ii) Straightforward. 
(iii) (+) A splitting object for (X, Y) and (X’, Y’) in 2 is (a,[X, X’], 0). 
(+) Given X, X’E Ob &, if (A[X, X’], A) is a splitting object for X and 
X’ in 3, then A[X, X’] is a splitting object for X and X’ in ti. 
(iv) (=3) Let (X, Y), (X’, Y’) E Ob 2, and let A[X, X’] be a conjoining object 
for X and X’ in &. Then (A[X, X’], [X, X’],) is a conjoining object 
for (X, Y) and (X’, Y’). 
(+) Given X, X’ E Ob &, if (A[X, X’], A) is a conjoining object for X and 
X’ in 2, then A[X, X’] is a conjoining object for X and X’ in &. 
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(v) and (vi) Straightforward. 
(vii) (+) Use Theorem 2.3(iv) as well as (i), (iii), (v) and (vi) of this Proposition. 
(+) Use (the proofs of) (iii) and (iv) of this Proposition, as well as Theorem 
2.3(v). 0 
The importance of this proposition is that it demonstrates the existence of many 
proper monotopological categories which are not c-categories, and yet have splitting 
objects e.g. construct 8, where d is any proper monotopological c-category. In 
fact, there exist such categories which are even subconcretely Cartesian closed-just 
consider d where & is any proper monotopological Cartesian closed c-category e.g. 
Ord, HCon, HLim, HPsT. (See [ 121.) 
2.8. Proposition. Suppose d is a proper monotopological category with the following 
property: 
(D) There exists X E Ob & with #[XI 3 2 such that X is discrete, and X x 2 is 
discrete for each Z E Ob d. 
Then d does not have splitting objects. 
Proof. Assume that d has splitting objects. By Proposition 2.2 0[X, X] exists. Let 
ZEOb& and let k:IZI+[X,X] be any map. Now k*:XxZ+XEMor& by 
discreteness of X x Z. But then k = k** : Z + J2[X, X] E Mor &. Hence n[X, X] is 
indiscrete. Each map IX]-+ 1x1 . 1s a morphism, so by Proposition 1.3 it follows that 
#[X, XJ 2 4. By 2.5 of [4] we have that d is topological. q 
2.9. Examples. (i) ARel satisfies condition (D), so does not have splitting objects. 
(ii) For each monotopological category &, the category 2 satisfies property (D). 
Hence, if d is proper, then d does not have splitting objects. 
2.10. Proposition (cf. I.7 of [l]). Let & be monotopological. Equivalent are: 
(i) r;lz has concrete conjoining objects. 
(ii) For all X E Ob d, X is discrete if cO: X + {O}* E Mor &. 
(iii) For all X E Ob &, if X is discrete then X x Y is discrete for each YE Ob &. 
(iv) Whenever f: X + YE Mor ti and Y is discrete, then X is discrete. 
Proof. (i)+(iii) Suppose X E Ob J& is discrete, Y, Z E Ob s9, and h : I Y x XI + ]ZI 
is any map. If A[ Y, Z] is a concrete conjoining object for Y and Z, then h” : X + 
A[Y,Z]EMor& But then h=(h*)A: YxX+ZEMor.&, so YxX and therefore 
X x Y is discrete. 
(iii)+(i) Application of Proposition 1.5 and (iii) shows that [X, Y] is concrete 
for all X, YE Ob &. By (iii), ev: X x [X, Y]” + YE Mor &?, i.e. [X, Y]” is conjoining. 
(ii)+(iii) Let X E Ob z2 be discrete, and let YE Ob &. Now riTx : X x Y + X E 
Mor& and c,,:X+{O}‘EMor& imply that c,:Xx Y+{O}SEMor&, so XX Y is 
discrete. 
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(iii)+(iv) See I.7 of [l]. 
(iv)J(ii) Obvious. 0 
2.11. Examples. (i) Rel and ARel have concrete conjoining objects. 
(ii) 
A 
For each monotopological category ti, the category S& has concrete conjoining 
objects. 
2.12. Corollary. A proper monotopological category d (containing at least one object 
X with #IX] 2 2) cannot be concretely Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Suppose d is concretely Cartesian closed. In particular, it has concrete 
conjoining objects, so satisfies property (D). By Proposition 2.8 we arrive at the 
contradiction that d does not have splitting objects. q 
3. Initial completions and Cartesian closedness 
3.1. Lemma. Suppose 9’3 is a category with$nite concrete products, that&is a reflective 
subcategory of 93, and that these categories satisfy: 
(R) IfAEOb&, ZEOb93, and q:Z + W denotes the reflection morphism, then 
lA x q : A x Z + A x W is a reflection morphism. 
IfX, YE Ob ~4, then [X, Y].ti = [X, Y],,. 
Proof. See 3.6 of [4]. •1 
3.2. Definitions. Let !?8 be a category, ~4 a subcategory of 9, and .7t~ Ob 93. Then 
d is said to be (initially) mono-dense with respect to 7t iff given X E 5Y there exists 
a(n) (initial) mono-source (J; :X -+ Ai), with all Ai E Ob Sp. 
The following proposition is another characterization of when a monotopological 
category has splitting objects. 
3.3. Proposition. Let & be monotopological. Suppose & has an initial completion 93 
in which it is epirefective, and that ti and 95’ satisfy property (R). Put 7C= 
{&[X, Y])X, Y~0b &}. Equivalent are: 
(i) ti has splitting objects. 
(ii) For all X, YE Ob ti the reflection morphism qxv : &[X, Y] + Z,, is an 
isomorphism. 
(iii) ti is mono-dense with respect to .?t. 
(iv) SJ is initially mono-dense with respect to 7C. 
(93 is called an initial completion of ti provided there exists a full concrete embedding 
J?Z + 93, 6% is topological, and ti is initially dense in 93. For convenience, & is considered 
to be a subcategory of 93.) 
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Proof. (i)=+(ii) By 3.1 of [4], fl,,[X, Y] is splitting in %‘. Now n,[X, Y] is the 
smallest splitting object for X and Y in 3, so 1: &[X, Y] -+ n,[X, Y] E Mor 3. 
There exists unique r: Z,, + Q,d[X, Y] E Mor ti such that ro qxv = 1. Hence qxu 
is both an initial epimorphism (initial because & is initially dense in 33) and a 
monomorphism i.e. qxv is an isomorphism. 
(ii)*(i) Since for X, YE Ob &, it holds that [X, Ylsl = [X, Y]& by Lemma 3.1, 
any splitting B-object for X and Y which is contained in & is obviously splitting 
in &. 
(ii)*(iv)*(iii) Clear. 
(iii)+(ii) Choose &[X, Y]E.?“. Then the total source S={J;:fl,[X, Y]+ 
Ai 1 i E I} from 0, [X, Y] to d is a mono-source. For each i E I there exists x E Mor d 
such that f, 0 q xY =f;. As in (i)+(ii) it follows that qxu is an isomorphism. 0 
3.4. Corollary. Let d and 92 satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3. If d has splitting 
objects, then d is closed under the formation of smallest splitting objects in 93 i.e. 
O,d[X, Y] = O,[X, Y] for all X, Y~0b &. 
Proof. We know already that &[X, Y] G 0,[X, Y]. (See the proof of (i)+(ii) of 
Proposition 3.3.) But, by Proposition 3.3, &[X, Y]EO~ d, so n,[X, Yl is 
obviously splitting in ti. Hence a,[X, Y] s &[X, Y]. 0 
3.4 of [3] and 3.4, 3.5 of [4] can now be extended to monotopological categories 
with splitting objects. The initial completions in question, viz. & and tie, will be 
described briefly first: 
For each set X, let %x denote a fixed representative set of pairwise non-isomorphic 
subsets of X. We stipulate that X E gx. Now, given X, and YE %!x, let Y, be a 
fixed representative set of pairwise non-isomorphic surjections e : X + Y. We stipu- 
late that lx E yx. Objects of Op, are all triples (X, Y, e), where X is a set; YE Ob d 
is such that )Y\E!%!~; and eEylyl. A morphism f: (X, Y, e) + (X’, Y’, e’) is a map 
f: X + X’ for which there exists an &-morphism g: Y+ Y’ (necessarily unique) 
such that e’ 0 f = g 0 e in Set. Composition of morphisms in J& is ordinary composi- 
tion of functions. (For more details, consult 2.1 of [2]. See also 1.2.31 of [16] and 
9.1 of [7].) ti can be regarded as a full subcategory of & by identifying a given 
X E Ob d with (1x1, X, lx). d, is the largest initial completion of &Z in which J& 
is epireflective (2.1 of [4]). (In fact, ti is quotient-reflective in &.) If we take the 
coreflective hull of d in & we obtain the MacNeille completion &, of &. 
3.5. Theorem. Let d be monotopological with splitting objects. Equivalent are: 
(i) ti is Cartesian closed. 
(ii) tiT is Cartesian closed. 
(iii) dc is Cartesian closed. 
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Proof. (i) *(ii) Since SB is initially dense in & we can apply 3.2 of [ 151, which 
holds in the case of monotopological categories with splitting objects. Given 
(X, Y, e) E Ob L& and 2 E Ob & it just needs to be shown that n&(X, Y, e), Z] is 
conjoining. J& and & satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4 (see 3.2 of [4]), so it 
holds that a,,[ Y, Z] = O,d,[ Y, 21. The remainder of the proof is like that of 3.4 in [4]. 
(ii)+(iii) Apply the corollary of 4(d) of [ 131, which holds for monotopological 
categories with splitting objects. (To prove this, first prove the result corresponding 
to 2.4 of [12].) 
(iii)+(i) Apply 2.5 of [ 121 which holds if one assumes one is dealing with 
monotopological categories with splitting objects. 0 
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